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KATA PENGANTAR

BUKU GENERAL ENGLISH FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY STUDETS
ditulis karena para siswa vokasi masih banyak yang belum mengerti dan atau
kesulitan mengerti tentang afuran-aturan umum penggunaan kata dan istilah,
pembacaan tanggal, pelafalan nama hari dan bulan dalam bahasa Inggris. Buku ini
dibuat berdasarkan pengalaman mendampingi siswa vokasi dalam belajar bahasa
Inggris sejak tahun 1992 sampai sekarang dan dari keluhan beberapa stake holder
yang pernah mengadakan tes penerimaan pegawai bagi perusahaan mereka atas
calon pegawai yang kemampuannya kurang memadai dalam berbahasa Inggris.

Buku ini ditulis dengan tujuan agar paru siswa vokasi mengerti tentang bagaimana
mengeja nama mereka dalam bahasa Inggris, memilih penggunaan kata dan atau
istilah bahasa Inggris dengan baik dan benar sesuai konteks kalimat dalam bentuk
bahasa lisan maupun tulisan. Penulisan buku ini juga b€rtujuan agar para
mahasiswa (khususnya bagi mereka yang memiliki minim waktu dalam belajar
bahasa Inggris) mampu untuk mempelajari isi buku ini secara mandiri dalam
pemenuhan kemampuan mereka berbahasa Inggris. Semoga bermanfaat.

Yogyakart4 20 Agustus 2019
Penulis,
Bernadetta Eko Putranti
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CHAPTER I

ENGLISH ALPHABET

Alphabet is very important in any kinds of languages. Although there are

differences in the number of alphabets in certain languages. There are 26

alphabets in English. They are: uppercase or capital letters: A B C D E F G H I J

K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Lowercase or sentence case letters: a b c d e f
g h i j k I m n o p q r s t u v w x y z.The phonetic transcriptions ofthese letters are

always put into squared brackets [ ] and use letters and symbols from the

International Phonetic Alphabet. The IPA is used to tell you the pronunciation of a

letter or a word. The symbol (use): means that you pronounce the vowel long.

What you see in these brackets [ ] is only how you pronounce the letter on its own

(for example when you spell a word or say the alphabet). Within a word, you

sometimes pronounce a letter differently. Here are the alphabet and their

pronunciation symbols:

Ii* Ff Gg
Ii:] [ef] [dsi:]
LI Mm Nn

I et1 [ em] [ en]

Ss Tt Iu
Ies] [ti:] [ju:]
Yy Zz

[vi:] ['dnbal ju:] [eks] [war] [zi:]

Fig. 1: English Alphabet and their Pronunciation

Alphabets and their pronunciation are very important in English. Usually,

they are asked when someone is doing a self-introduction, asking a name of a

place, asking a specific thing or tool, and others. Here are the examples:

rr Bh Ce Dd
Ier] [bi:] [si:] [di:1

Hh ri Jj Kk
lertJl Iat] [dSet] [kheI]
|r Pp Qq Rr

Iou] [pni:] [ftiu:] [o.t]

Vv TVw Xx



My name isAmy.ltis . AMY
letl leml [war]

I look for a hammcr. It is .. HAMMER
tertll Iet] 1€ml Iem] [i:] [or]

:.:::: 
from Prafta' It is PRAHA

lpni: I I o, ] [er] [ertf] [er]
Engine is spelled.. E N GINE

ti:l tEnl Id3i: ] [a,r][en] [i:]

Sometimes, it looks difficult to say the pronunciation of the alphabets.

We can use the next table as a guide to spell the alphabets.

The Names of the Letter of the Enelish A
letter Name Phonetic

pronunciation
ln an English

word...
Code Name

A (a) ay l's{ Fy Alpha

B (b) bee I bi:/ beat Bravo

c (c) cee /'sj:/ (see) s/ee Charlie

D (d) dee I'di:l deal Delta
E (e) ee I tl easy Echo

F(il eff I'Efl effort Foxtrot
c (s) gee /'dil/ gene Golf

H (h) aitch
haitch

lciJl
/'hertJ/

nla
n/a

Hotel

r() I I'ail eYe lndia

r ti) jav l*d lay Juliet

K (k) kav I keil okay Kilo

Lflt ell ell /'dJ,I'Ell sell Lima

M (m) em /'en/ them Mike

N (n) en I'enl then November

o (o) o I'N go Oscar

P (o) pee I pi:l peel Papa

a(q) cue /'Ftu/ queue Quebec
R (rl ar I'a,l afi Romeo

S (s) e55 /'tsl as5es3 Sierra

T (t) tee I tiil tea Tango

u (u) U I'u.l you Uniform

v (v) vee I iu:l Yeer Victor
W {w) double-u / dabel,iu:, nla Whiskv

X (x) ex I etssl excellent X-Ray

Y (v) ury /'w{ why Yankee

z(zl zed lzee I ztdl .I'zi.l nla,lazv Zuu



EXERCISES

Please spell these words carefully:

A: [er] (a-n-d, a-f-t-e-r, a-p-p-l-e)

B : [bi:] (b-a-n-a-n-4 b-a-t-h-r-o-o-m, b-o-y)

C: [si:] (c-a-r, c-o-a-t, c-o-l-o-u-r)

D: [di:] (d-o-g, d-r-e-a-m, d-o-l-l-a-r)

E : [i:] (e-l-e-p-h-a-n-t, e-y-e, e-x-t-r-e-m-e)

F: [ef] (f-i-n-g-e-r, f-o-u-r, f-i-r-e)

G : [dSi:] (g-i-r-a-f-f-e, g-i-r-I, g-r-e-e-n)

H : [eftll (h-o-t-e-I, h-a-p-p-y, h-o-l-i-d-a-y)

I : [ar] (i-m-a-g-e, i-s-l-a-n-d, I-n-d-i-a-n-a)

J : [dger] (-u-n-g-l-e, j-oJ-l-y, J-o-s-e-p-h-i-n-e)

K : [ker] (k-a-n-g-a-r-o-o, k-o-a-l-a" k-a-r-a-t-e)

L: [el] (l-o-w, l-e-v-e-I, l-i-o-n)

M: [em] (m-o-t-h-e-r, m-o-m-e-n-t, m-e-s-s)

N: [sn] (n-o, n-i-g-h-t, n-o-o-n)

O: [ou] (o-l-d, o-b-j-e-c-t, o-a-t)

P : [pi:] (p-e-n-g-u-i-n-e, p-i-a-n-o, p-a-c-k-e-t)

Q: [kju:] (q-u-i-e-t, Q-u-e-e-n, q-u-o-t-e)

R: [or] (r-e-d, r-i-g-h-t, r-a-b-b-i-t)

S : [es] (s-t-r-o-n-g, s-e-v-e-n, s-i-l-v-e-r)

T: [ti:] (t-e-a, t-h-o-u-s-a-n-d, t-w-o)

U: [u:] (u-s-e, u-n-f-a-i-r, u-n-d-e-r)

V : [vi:] (v-a-c-a-t-i-o-n, v-e-r-y, v-a-m-p-i-r-e)

y7: ['drbelju;] say: double-ju (w-e-s-t, w-o-r-m, w-h-i-t-e)

X : [eks] (X-r-a-y, x-y-l-o-p-h-o-n-e, X-m-a-s)

Y: [war] (y-a-r-d, y-eJ-l-o-w, y-e-a-h)

Z : lztdl in British English, [zi:] in American Engli sh (z-e-r-o, z-e-b-r-4 z-i-l-l-i-

o-n)



Spell the following words. That means: pronounce every single letter on its own
faster and correctly.
1. Machine

2. Pollutant

3. Industry

4. Landslide

5. Fermentation

6. Processor

7. Program

8. Multimeter

Imagine you are on holiday and would like to check into a hotel. The

receptionist asks "What's your name?" You tell them your name and they ask

"How do you spell that?". In this situation you will have to pronounce every

single letter, in the same way as it is displayed above. Please make a mini

conversation on alphabet with your partner.

The alphabet song

This is one ofthe best-known English language alphabet songs:

Lyrics: (each line represents a measure or four beats)

a-b-c-d-e-f-g, (the comma denotes a short pause) h-i-i-kJmnop, (-m-n-o spoken

twice as quickly as rest of rhyme) q-r-s, t-u-v, (pause between s and t) w-x, y-

and-2, (pause between x and y) (w and x last for two beats) Now I hnow my ABCs,

next time won't you singwith me?



References:

English Alphabet and their Pronunciation, by Evan,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v:PJV3 5b4cPgo, Ekolanguages,Mar
6, 2017 accessed on 25 l0l 12019

The Names of the Letter of the English Alphabe!

accessed on25/01/2019
)

27t2t2019



CFIAPTER2

NUMBERS

1. The numbers in English

1.1. Cardinal numbers

Cardinal numbers say how many people or things there are.

Examples:

. There are five books on the desk.

. Ron is ten years old.

1.1.1. Numberc bigger than 20

Use a hyphen between compound numbers.

Number Word

2l tt'enft''-,ii**:

f,f lrlt\'-f t\ {'

9q ninefi-ni:u:

1.1.2. Numbers higger than 100

Use a hyphen between compound numbers and the word and.

Use either the definite article a or one for 100.

Number Word

l2\ a/one hundred and fwentv-t;rt*

35{r three hundred and fiftv-rlr

99* nine hundred and ninetv-*ine

1.1.3. Numben bigger than 1,000

Use a hyphen between compound numbers and the word and.



Use either the definite article a or one for 1.000.

Separate three digits with a comma (r) ---+ 50,000.

Number Word

i,l2X ;x..'r:l.rr-: 9.!ir,:;;s;l:;rlonehundredandhventl'-i;xtt:

J,35$ irrri {i:*irq;q*il three hundred un4 5t16--"it

ii,999 :;ii;* F!,*.,*.;*ri:iii nine hundred and ninety-*i;ter

1.1.4. The number 0

There are different words for the number 0.

Word Explanation Example

^r, single digits (telephone numbers, 67890urr codes) six - seven - eight 'nine - oh

-5 "C
zero measurements (temperature) five degrees Celsius

below zero

5-5:0
nought figure 0 in British English* Five minus five

leaves rnught.

nir resurts in sport fi: ffifl :l!!i,'i. - 
^u.

love tennis

* In American English zero istsed.

1.1.5. Year

see: The date and the year in English

- I was bom on August 20,1965

- Indonesian Independence Day was on August 17,1945

40-0
forty - love



1.2. Ordinal numbers

Add th to the cardinal number to form the ordinal number: six --+ sixth

Add the last two letters of the written word to the figure. -+ 4th

Numbers in words: The ordinal numbers lst ---+ first, 2nd ---+ second and 3rd ---+

third are irregular. Be careful with the spelling of the words for 5th, 8th, 9th,

12th and the words ending in -y.

Cardinal numbers Ordinal numbers

1

2

J

5

8

9

12

20

lst

2nd

3rd

5th

8rh

9rh

lzth

20th

one

two

three

five

eight

nine

twelve

twenty

first

second

third

fifth

eighth

ninth

twelfth

twentieth

Ordinal numbers

2rst ffil"
22nd twentY.-

secono

23rd ffil.
24th forlTlr

25th twenty-



Cardinal numbers Ordinal numbers

fifth

26th ff;o

27th twenty-
seventh

28th yff#

zsth il"#
30th thirrieth

31st thirty-first

1.3. Fractions and decimals

1.3.1. Fractions

Use the ordinal number for the denominator:

. 113 ---+ one third

. 2 315 ---+ two and three fifths

Exceptions:

. l/2 --+ one half

. l14 --) one quarter

1.3.2. Decimols

Use the cardinal number for decimals:

. 3.8 ---+ three point eight

. 4.25 - four point two five



1.4. Roman numbers

Roman numbers are seldom used. They are used for the nztmes of kings and

queens. Use the ordinal number:

. Elisabeth II ---+ Elisabeth the Second

. Louis XIV ---+ Louis the Fourteenth

2. The numbers in a table

Cardinal numbers

oh, zero, nil love, nought

one

two

three

four

five

six

seven

eight

nlne

ten

eleven

twelve

thirteen

fourteen

fifteen

sixteen

Ordinal numbers

0

I

2

a
^]

4

5

6

7

8

9

l0

ll

12

13

t4

l5

t6

lst

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

7th

8rh

9th

loth

I lth

t2th

13th

l4th

15th

l6th

first

second

third

fourth

fifth

sixth

seventh

eighth

ninth

tenth

eleventh

twelfth

thirteenth

fourteenth

fifteenth

sixteenth

10



t7

l8

l9

20

2l

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

3l

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

1,000

tlth

1 8th

lgth

20th

2 lst

22nd

23rd

24th

25th

26th

27th

28th

29.h

3Oth

31st

Cardinal numbers

seventeen

eighteen

nineteen

twenty

twenty{ne

twexty-two

twenty-three

twenty-four

twenty-five

twenty-six

twenty-seven

twenty-eight

twenty-nine

thirty

thir$-one

forty

fiftv

sixty

seventy

eighty

ninef

a/one hundred

a/one thousand

Ordinal numbers

seventeenth

eighteenth

nineteenth

twentieth

twenty-flrst

twenty-second

twenty-third

twenty-fourth

twenty-fifth

twenty-sixth

twenty-seventh

twenty-eighth

twenty-ninth

thirtieth

thirty-frst

11



Cardinal numbcrs

10,000 tenthousand

100,000 a./one hundred thousand

1,000,000 a/one million

1,000,000,000 a/onebillion

Srdinsl nuruher:s

Types of numbers

We need to know about the different types of numbers that we are dealing

with. There are numbers like 1, 2,3, ... etc., ones like 0.33333... , or ones like 5/7.

They are introduced to students to these gradually, and each new type comes with

its own uses, and its own challenges. The main types of numbers used in school

mathematics are listed below:

. Natural Numbers (N), (also called positive integers, counting numbers, or

natural numbers); They are the numbers {1,2, 3, 4, 5, . ..1

. Whole Numbers (W). This is the set of natural numbers, plus zero, i.e., {0, 1,

2,3,4,5,...).
. Integers (Z). This is the set of all whole numbers plus all the negatives (or

opposites) of the natural numbers, i.e., {. .. ,-2, -1, 0, l, 2, ...1

. Rational numbers (Q). This is all the fractions where the top and bottom

numbers are integersl e.8., 712, 314, 712, -4/3, 4/l fNote: The denominator

cannot be 0, but the numerator can be].

. Real numbers (R), (also called measuring numbers or measurement numbers).

This includes all numbers that can be written as a decimal. This includes

fractions written in decimal form e.g., 0.5, 0.75 2.35, -0.073, 0.3333, or

2.142857.It also includes all the irrational numbers such as n,'J2 etc. Every

real number corresponds to a point on the number line.

1. Students generally start with the counting numbers (N).

2. They are then introduced to 0, and this gives them the whole

numbers (W).

L2



The integers are avoided initially, even though simple subhaction could

lead to negative numbers (e.g., 3 - 4 : -1).

simple unit fractions are the next group of numbers that are met i.e.,

{l/2, l/3, l14, l/5 ... }, then other fractions (e.g., 3/4, 4/9,712, 31100, -l/2

etc.) which are known as the rational numbers (e).

We next move onto decimal numbers (such as 0.3,0.32, -2.7). These can

be called decimal fractions, because they can be written in a fractional

form (e.g., 3 I 10, 321 100, -27 /1 0).

These expand to the real numbers (R), which include irrational

numbers such as n,',12. An irrational number cannot be represented as a

fraction (i.e., a rational number). n can be represented with numerals, i.e.,

3.14159265... ; however the digits go on infinitely but there is no pattern

to them.

Discrete and continuous numbers

The above types of numbers can be split up into discrete or continuous

numbers. The first four of the above (N w, Zand Q) are referred to as discrete.

This means that they are separate and distinct entities. In fact each of these sets is

countable. The last set, (R), cannot be counted. This is because they are

continuous. Between any two real numbers, however close they may be, there are

infinitely more real numbers.

Constructing numbers

The numbers we meet at school are generally represented by using

combinations of ten number symbols (also called numerals or digits) plus the

symbols ".", "*", and "-" (e.g., 5, 27,35.8, -4). The ten number symbols we use

are:

l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, aswellasO.

All of these symbols also represent the numbers one, two, three, ...up to

nine; as well as zero.O is itself a number, and a very important one. It is called

3.

4.

5.

6.

13



zeto, nil, nought etc. It is also a place-holder. It is first used in this sense in the

number ten (10). The 0 denotes that there is nothing in the units' place, and

therefore distinguishes l0 from l. The concept of place holder is best interpreted

as there being zero (0) of the units in the place where the 0 is. For example, in

1025 there are zero hundred. Students need to meet the number 0 before thev meet

the number 10.

Other Types of Numbers

There are a lot of numbers, infinitely many as it happens. Because of these

mathematicians need a way to classifl, numbers, a way to group then and tell them

apart from each other. We are going to take look at the different groups of

numbers that exist.

RationalNumbers

Rational numbers are numbers that can be written as a fraction where both the

numerator and denominator are integers. This means that both the top and bottom

of the fraction are whole numbers. Examples of these would U. i unO?.

Irrational Numbers

Irrational Numbers are numbers that can't be

these are ones such as ;r and uT. tf we try to

they go on forever, with no recurring digits.

wriffen as fractions, examples of

write these numbers as decimals,

Square Numbers

Square Numbers are integers that can be written as the square of some other

integers, ie. a product of an integer multiplied by itself. Examples of these are 4,

(2x2) and 81, (9x9). Square Numbers can also be written in the form Jl. This

notation means 5 squared, which is 25.

L4



Surds

Surds are numbers left in the form vfi, where n is a positive integer that is not a

square number. For more in-depth information about Surds be sure read our

article Surds

Prime Numbers

Prime numbers are numbers greater than 1 that can only be divided by themselves

and 1 to give an integer answer. Example of these are2,315,7,ll,,13..17,....

Note that 2 is the first and only even prime number.

Note: Some courses class the number I as aprime number; if ursure it is again

best to checkwith your teacher.

Real Numbers

Real numbers are all the numbers that you have ever come across, all of the

rational and irrationalnumbers. All of these real numbers can be written in a finite

or infinite decimal form, such u, n'? : 1.111213Jfi?... and i; : :J.111;1l2ffi.t .

15



EXERCISES

Please do these additions and say them in good English

Dates and Time

We use phrases with prepositions as time adverbials:

. We use al with:

at seven atfifieenhundred
clock times: at nine thirty

o'clock - hours

mealtimes: at breakfast ot lunchtime at teatime

these at the at
at nisht at Christmas

phrass: weekend Easler

1.4+4: 2. t+3: 3.3+3: 4. 5+2-- 5. 7+3:
6. 10 +2: 7.9*3: 8.8+10: 9. 25 +25: 10. 50 * 10:

Please do these subtractions and say them in good English

1.4-t: 2.8-5: 3. 9 -3: 4. 7 -6-- 5.6-2:
6.20-5: 7.15-8: 8.38-4: 9. 50 - 16: 10. 86 - 9:

Please do these multiplications and say them in good English

I.2x2: 2.5x2: 3.3x3: 4. 4x2: 5.9x1:
6.6x6-- 7.5x6: 8.40x2: 9.20x3: 10. 8x8:

Please do these divisions and say them in good English

l. 9 : 3 = 2. 12:4: 3. l5 a_
J- 4. 16:4: 5.25:5:

6.90:3: 7. t2 a-
J- 8. l0:2: 9. 14:2: 10. 20 :4:

16



. We use lz with:

seasons of in (the)

the year: spring/summer/autumn/winler

yeant, in the in
in the

centurieg in 2009 in 1998 20th the
1980s

decades: centurv 60s

in Jamnru/ F e bnnrv/ March
months:

etc.

in the in theparts of
tn the fttarntng

the day: - afieruK)on evening

. We use az with.'

on Mon&rylTuesdoy/W'efutesday on my
days: on Christmas duy- etc. birthdsv

on June the
dates: on the thirty-first of July 

Jifteenth

Be careful!

We say at night when we are talking about all of the night:

When there is no moon, it is very dsrk at night.

He sleeps during the dcy and works at night.

but we say in the night when we are talking about a specilic time during the

night:

He woke up twice in the night.

I heard afunrqt rutise in the night.

L7



We often use a noun phrase as a time adverbial:

yesterday todrry tomorrow

lastweeHmontWyear thisweeVmonth/year nextweeVmontUyeor

last Saturday this Tuesday next Friday

the fury before yesterday the duy after tomoruow

one dayhreeHmonth

the otlpr dqt/w ee Hmonth

We can put time phrases together:

We will meet nert week at six o'clocLon Monday.

I heard afunny noise at about eleven o'clock Isst night.

It happened last week at seven o'clock on Monday night.

We use ago with the past simple to say how long before the time of speaking

something happened:

I saw Jim about lhree weeks ago.

We arrived afew miniles ago.

We use in with a future form to say how long after the time of speaking

something will happen:

I'll see you in a month.

Our train's lewing in jive minutes.

We use./ar to say how long:

We have beenwaitingfor twenty minules.

They lived in Manchesterforftfteen yearc.

We can also use a noun phrase without/or:

Let's go. We've beenwaiting nearly an hour.

I've worked here twenty years-

18



... to/until to say when something starts and finishes:

We use since with the present perfect or the past perfect to say when something

started:

I hwe worked here since December.

They had beenwatching since seven o'clock in the morning.

They stayed with us from Monday to Friday.

We will be on holidayfrom the sirteenth until the twentieth.

Be careful!

We can use ro or until with a noun Dhrase:

My great-grandmotler lived in Liverpoolfrom 1940 to her death.

trfy great-grondmotlrcr lived in Liverpoolfrom 1940 until her death.

But we can only us until with a clause:

My grear-grandmother lived in Liverpoolftt* 1940 until she died.

The commonest adverbials of frequency are:

always never normally

rarely seldom sometimes

occosionally ofien usually

19



We usually put these one-word adverbials of frequency in front of the main

verb:

We ofien soend Christrns withfriends.

I fune never eniryglmyself so much.

but they usually come after theverb be:

He was alwavs tired in the evening.

V[/e are never late for work.

Sometimes these adverbials have an intensifier or mitigator:

He is very rarely late for work.

We nearlv always spend Christmas withfriends.

We use the adverbial a lot to mean often or frequently. It comes at the end of the

clause:

We go to the cinema a lot.

We can also use a lotwith another fime adverbial:

We go to the cinema a lot at the weekend.

We use much/a lotwith a 4ggativg to mean not often:

We don't go out much/o lot. (: We don't go out often.)

words like minute, hour, day, week, month and year:

There is a bigcelebration every year.

We hwe a meeting twice every week.

I usually go home once every two monlhs.

There is a leapyear everyfouryears.

We also use every with days ofthe week and months of the year:

We have a meeting every Monday.

I(e go on holiday every Augusl.

phrases with every as adverbials of frequency. We use every with
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often and everto ask questions about frequency. how ofien comes

We use the phrase every other:

Ik will email you every other day. (: on alternate days)

We go to see my mother every other week. (: in alternate weeks)

We use phrases with once, twice, three times,four limes, etc. and a period of

time:

I go swimming twice a week.

I see my old schoolfriendsfour orfive times a year.

at the beginning of the clause:

How often do you go to the cinema?

How often have you been here?

ever comes before the main verb:

Do you ever go to the cinema at the weekend?

Have you ever been there?

still

We use stillto show that something continues up to a time in the past, present or

future. It goes in front of !@b:
Even when my father was 65, he stiU enioved plrying tennis.

It's past midnight but she's still doing her homework.

I won't be qt work next week. We'll rtill be on holidav.

or after :

Her grandfather has beenvery iII, but he is still alive.

l{e tried to help them, but they were still unhnppy.
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no longer

We use no longer to show the idea of something stopping in the past, present or

future. It goes in front of the main verb:

At that momenl, I realised that I no longer !ryflhim.
We no longer live in England. We've moved to France.

From midnight tonight, Mr Jones will no longer be the president.

or after :

Sadly, Andrew and Bradley are no longerfriends. They had an argument.

It WE no longer safe to stay in the country. We had to leave immediately.

In a negative sentence, we use any longer or any more.It goes at the end of the

sentence:

We don't live in England any longer.

It wasn?t safe to stay in the country any more.

already

We use alreafu to show that something has happened sooner than it was

expected to happen. It goes in front of lhe main verb:

The car is OK. I've alreody fued. it.

It was early but they were already sleeoing.

or after the present simple or past simple of De:

Itwas early butwe Walreody tired.

We are already late.

Sometimes already comes at the end of the sentence for emphasis:

It's very early but they are sleeping already.

It was early but we were tired already.

Whenwe got there, most people had arrived already.
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jet
We useyel in a negative or interrogative claus6, usually with perfective aspect

(especially in British English), to show that something has not happened by a

particular time. yet comes at the end of a sentence:

It was late, but they hadnl arrived yel-

Have youfixed the car yet?

She won't hsve senr the emrtil vet.

We use adverbials of probabilify to show how certain we are about something.

The commonest adverbials of probability are:

certainly definitely moybe possibly

clearly obviously perhaps probobly

Date

Date notation in English

Dates are traditionally written in "day month year" (DMY) order:

3l December 1999

3r/12/99

Formal style manuals discourage writing the day of the month as an ordinal

number (for example "31st December"), except with an incomplete reference,

such as "They set off on 12 August 1960 and arrived on the l8th".[1][3]

When saying the date, it is usually pronounced using "the", then the ordinal

number of the day first, then the preposition "of', then the month (for example

"the thirfy-first of December"). The month-first form (for example "December the

third") was widespread until the mid twentieth-century, and remains the most

common format for newspapers across the United Kingdom.[citation needed] The

month-first format is still spoken, perhaps more commonly when not including a

year in the sentence, but is now less frequently used.
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All-numeric dates

All-numeric dates are used in notes and references, but not running prose. They

can be written in several forms:

3lllZ/99 or 31.12.99

31. xii. 99

1999-12-31

The date in the day-month-year (dd/mm/yry) sequence can be written with either

an oblique or a point: 2llll03 or 2.11.03 represents 2 November 2003. The year

may also be written in full (2111/2003). It contrasts with date and time notation in

the United States, where the month is placed first, leading to confusion in

intemational communications: therc,2/lll03 would be interpreted as 11 February

2003. To remedy this, the month is sometimes written in Roman numerals, as

common on the Continent: 2. xi. 03. This format, however, is not machine-

readable.

Time

While most countries use the 24-hour clock the United States differs in that it

uses the l2-hour clock almost exclusively, not only in spoken language, but also

in writing, even on timetables, for airline tickets, and computer software. The

suffixes "a.m." and "p.m." (often represented as AM and PM) are appended

universally in written language. Alternatively, people might specif, "noon" or

"midnight", after or instead of 12:00. (Business events, which are increasingly

scheduled using groupware calendar applications, are less vulnerable to such

ambiguity, since the software itself can be modified to take care of the naming

conventions.) Where the a.m.-p.m. convention is inconvenient typographically

(e.g., in dense tables), different fonts or colors are sometimes used instead. The

most common usage in transport timetables for air, rail, bus, etc. is to use lightface

for a.m. times and boldface for p.m. times. It is also not uncommon for AM and

PM to be shortened to A and P.
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Z4-hour usage

The 24-hour clock is used in military and scientific contexts in the United

States.[4] It is best known for its use by the military, and therefore commonly

called "military time". In U.S. military use, 24-hour time is traditionally written

without a colon (1800 instead of 18:00) and in spoken language in the Army, but

not the Navy or Marine Corps, is followed by the word "hours" (e.9., "eighteen

hundred hours").

The 24-hour notation is also widely used by astronomers, hospitals, various forms

of transportation, and at radio and other broadcast media outlets behind the scenes

where scheduling programming needs to be exacl without mistaking AM and

PM. In these cases, exact and unambiguous communication of time is critical. If
someone mistakes 5:00 AM for 5:00 PM in a hospital for example, when

medication or other medical treatment is needed at a certain time, the outcome

could be critical. Thus 24-hour time (5:00 PM written as 17:00) is used.

Characteristics

Some style guides and most people suggest not to use a leadingzero with a single-

digit hour; for example, "3:52 p.m." is preferred over "03:52 p.m.". (The leading

zero is more commonly used with the 24-hosr notation; especially in computer

applications because it can help to maintain column alignment in tables and

correct sorting order, and also because it helps to highlight the 24-hour character

of the given time.)

Times of day ending in :00 minutes may be pronounced as the numbered hour

followed by o'clock (e.g., 10:00 ten o'clock, 2:00 two o'clock, 4:00 four o'clock,

etc.). This may be followed by the a.m. or p.m. designator, or might not be, if
obvious. O'clock itself may be omitted, leaving a time such as four a.m. or four

p.m. Instead of "a.m." and "p.m.", times can also be described as "in the morning",

"in the aftemoon", "in the evening", or "at night".
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The minutes (other than :00) may be pronounced in a variety of ways:

Minutes:01 through:09 are usually pronounced as oh one through oh nine. :10

through :59 are their usual number-words. For example, "9:45 a.m." is usually

pronounced "nine forty-five" or sometimes "nine forty-five a.m.".

Times of day from :01 to :29 minutes past the hour are commonly pronounced

with the words "after" or "past", for example, 10l.17 being "seventeen after ten" or

"seventeen past ten". :15 minutes is very commonly called "quarter after" or

"quarter past" and :30 minutes universally "half past", e.g.,4:30, "half past four".

Times of day from :31 to :59 are, by contrast, given subtractively with the words

"to", "of', "until", or "till": l2:55 would be pronounced as "five to one" or "five of
onett.

:45 minutes is pronounced as "quarter to", "quarter of', "quarter until", or "quarter

till". For example, "9:45 a.m." is often pronounced "fifteen till ten" or "quarter to

ten", or sometimes "quarter to ten in the moming" (but rarely "quarter to ten

a.m.").

However, it is always acceptable to pronounce the time using number words and

the aforementioned "oh" convention, for example, 12:55 "twelve fifty-five",12.09

"twelve oh-nine", 12:30 "twelve thirty", and l2:I5 "twelve fifteen". This

pronunciation is becoming more common.
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CHAPTER 3

VERBS

What is a Verb?

The verb is king in English. The shortest sentence contains a verb. You

can make a one-word sentence with a verb, for example: "Stop!" You cannot

make a one-word sentence with any other type of word.

Verbs are sometimes described as "action words". This is partly true.

Many verbs give the idea of action, of "doing" something. For example, words

like run, fight, do andworks all convey action.

But some verbs do not give the idea of action; they give the idea of

existence, of state, of "being". For example, verbs lke be, exist,

seem and belong all convey state.

A verb always has a subject. (In the sentence "John speaks

English", Johnis the subject andspeaks is the verb.) In simple terms, therefore,

we can say that verbs are words that tell us what a subject does or is; they

describe:

. action (Ram plays football.)

. state (Anthony seems kind.)

There is something very special about verbs in English. Most other words

(adjectives, adverbs, prepositions etc.) do not change in form (although nouns can

have singular and plural forms). But almost all verbs change in form. For

example, the verb to work has five forms:

. to work, worl6 worlcs, worked, working
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Of course, this is still very few forms compared to some languages which

may have thirty or more forms for a single verb.

What is a Verb? Quiz

You can do this grammar quiz on paper. It tests what you learned on

"What is a Verb"?

1. Verbs are used in

Some sentences

all sentences

2. What's the smallest number of words a sentence can contain?

(

one

r-
two

3- Which can be called a sentence?

Wait!

whv?

4. Most verbs convey the idea of action and describe

l-
doing something

' being something

5. Other verbs describe

a place

a state
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6. Which verb describes a state?

f-
seem

play

7. A verb always has

an object

a subject

8. "Marian teaches history." Which is the subject?

- 
Marian

r 
history

9. "Donald looks angry." The verb in this sentence describes

r 
an action

a state

10. Verbs can have different forms in English, such as

- 
break and broken

r- 
break and brake

Correct answers:

l. all sentence

2.one

3.Wait!

4.Doing something

5.A state

6. Seem

7. A subject

8. Marian

9. A state

10. Break and broken
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Verb Classification

We divide verbs into two broad classifications:

Helping Verbs

Imagine that a stranger walk into your room and says:

. I can.

. People must.

. The Eafihwill.

Do you understand anything? Has this person communicated anything to

you? Probably not! That's because these verbs are helping verbs and have no

meaning on their own. They are necessary for the grammatical structure of the

sentence, but they do not tell us very much alone. We usually use helping verbs

with main verbs. They "help" the main verb. (The sentences in the above

examples are therefore incomplete. They need at least a main verb to complete

them.) There are only about 15 helping verbs.

Main Verbs

Now imagine that the same stranger walks into your room and says:

. I teach.

. People eat.

. The Earth rotates.

Do you understand something? Has this person communicated something

to you? Probably yes! Not a lol but something. That's because these verbs

are main verbs and have meaning on their own. They tell us something. Of

course. there are thousands of main verbs.

More about Main Verbs
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In the following table we see example sentences with helping

verbs. Notice that all of these sentences have a main verb. On

have a helping verb.

Ilelping verbs and main verbs can be further subdivided, as we shall see on the

following pages.

Helping Verbs

Helping verbs are also called "auxiliary verbs".

Helping verbs have no meaning on their own. They are nec€ssary for the

grammatical structure of a sentence, but they do not tell us very much alone. We

usually use helping verbs with main verbs. They "help" the main verb (which has

the real meaning). There are only about 15 helping verbs in English, and we

divide them into two basic groups:

Primary helping verbs (3 verbs)

These are the verbsbe, do, andhave.Note that we can use these three verbs as

helping verbs or as main verbs. On this page we talk about them as helping verbs.

We use them in the following cases:
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be

. to make continuous tenses (He is watching TV.)

. to make the passive (Small fish are eaten by big fish.)

have

. to make perfect tenses (I have finished my homework.)

do

. to make negatives (I do not like you.)

. to ask questions (Do you want some coffee?)

. to show emphasis (I do want you to pass your exam.)

. to stand for a main verb in some constructions (He speaks faster than

she does.)

Modal helping verbs (10 verbs)

We use modal helping verbs to "modif,i" the meaning of the main verb in some

way. A modal helping verb expresses necessity or possibility, and changes the

main verb in that sense. These are the modal verbs:

o can. could

. mir], might

. will, would,

. shall, should

. must

. oughtto

Here are examples using modal verbs:

. I can't speak Chinese.

. John may arrive late.

. Would you like a cup of coffee?

. You should see a doctor.

. I really must go now.
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Semi-modal verbs (3 verbs)

The following verbs are often called "semi-modals" because they are partly like

modal helping verbs and partly like main verbs:

o need- dare. usedto

Main Verbs

Main verbs are also called "lexical verbs"

Main verbs have meaning on their own (unlike helping verbs). There are

thousands of main verbs, and we can classifo the n in several ways:

Transitive and intransitive verbs

A transitive verb takes a direct object: Somebody killed the President. An

intransitive verb does not have a direct object: He died. Many verbs, like speak,

can be transitive or intransitive. Look at these examples:

Transitive:

. I saw an elephant.

. We are watching TV.

. He speaks English.

Intransitive:

. He has arrived.

. John goes to school.

. She speaks fast.

Linking verbs

A linking verb does not have much meaning in itself. It "links" the subject to what

is said about the subject. Usually, a linking verb shows equality (:) or a change to

a different state or place (---+). Linking verbs are always intransitive (but not all

intransitive verbs are linking verbs).
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. Mary is a teacher. (Mary: teacher)

. Tara is beautiful. (Tara: beautiful)

. That sounds interesting. (that: interesting)

. The sky became dark. (the sky ---+ dark)

. The bread has gone bad. (bread ---' bad)

Dynamic and stative verbs

Some verbs describe action. They are called "dynamic", and can be used with

continuous tenses. Other verbs describe state (non-action, a situation). They are

called "stative", and cannot normally be used with continuous tenses (though

some of them can be used with continuous tenses with a change in meaning).

Dynamic verbs (examples):

. hit, explode, fight, run, go

Stative verbs (examples):

.be

. like, love, prefer, wish

. impress, please, surprise

. hear. see- sound

. belong to, consist o{, contain, include, need

. appear, resemble, seem

Regular and irregular verbs

This is more a question of vocabulary than of grammar. The only real difference

between regular and irregular verbs is that they have different endings for their

past tense and past participle forms. For regular verbs, the past tense ending and

past participle ending is always the same: -ed. For irregular verbs, the past tense

ending and the past participle ending is variable, so it is necessary to leam them

bv heart.
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Regular verbs: base, past tense, past participle

. look, looke4 looked

r wofk, worked, worked

Irregular verbs: base, past tense, past participle

. bu/, bought, bought

. cut, cut, cut

. do, did, done

Here are lists of regular verbs and irregular verbs.

Regular and irregular verbs

An English verb can be regular or irregular. Regular verbs form their past and past

participle forms by adding -ed. Examples are given below.

Walk-walked-walked

Dance-danced-danced

Paint - painted - painted

Work-worked-worked

Irregular verbs form their past and past participle forms in different ways.

There are mainly three types of irregular verbs.

Verbs in which all the three forms are the same (e.g. put - put - pu|

Verbs in which two of the three forms are the same (e.g. sit - sat - sat)

Verbs in which all three forms are different (e.g. drink - drank - drunk)

Some verbs can be both regular and irregular. Examples are:

Burn - burnt - burnt (irregular)

Burn - burned - burned (regular)

Dream - dreamt - dreamt (inegular)

Dream - dreamed - dreamed (regular)

Lean - lent - lent (inegular)

Lean - leaned - leaned (regular)
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Leam - learnt - Ieamt (inegular)

Learn - learned - learned (regular)

Leap - leapt - leapt (inegular)

Leap - leaped - leaped (regular)

Smell - smelt - smelt (irregular)

Smell - smelled - smelled (regular)

Spill - spilt - spilt (inegular)

Spill - spilled - spilled (regular)

Spoil - spoilt - spoilt (irregular)

Spoil - spoiled - spoiled (regular)

Complete the following sentences using the past or past participle form of the verb

given in the brackets.

1 . It has been ages since I last . . .. .. . . him. (see)

2. The old man has . . ..... . .... better days (see)

3. The cat .... ...... all the milk. (drink)

4. The child has ..... all the milk. (drink)

Answers

l. It has been ages since I last saw him.

2.The old man has seen better days

3. The cat drank allthe milk.

4. The child has drunk all the milk.

One way to think of regular and irregular verbs is like this: all verbs are irregular

and the so-called regular verbs are simply one very large group of irregular verbs.

Often the above divisions can be mixed. For example, one verb could be irregular,

transitive and dynamic; another verb could be regular, transitive and stative.
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Verb Classification Quiz

You can do this grammar quiz on papor. It tests what you learned on the Verb

Classification page.

l. The grocery clerk will carry your bags out for you.

r 
helping verb

r 
main verb

2.The mail arrived after I left.

r 
transitive verb

r- 
intransitive verb

3. I have already done my homework.

(- 
regular verb

r 
irregular verb

4. That book you recommended sounds interesting.

r 
linking verb

r: 
non-linking verb

5. I prefer cream rather than milk.

r 
dynamic verb

r 
stative verb

6. Jerry studies forthree hours every day.

r 
helping verb

(- 
main verb
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7.

r

8.

(-

9.

We looked at all of the art in the museum.

regular verb

irregular verb

Would you take a picture for us?

transitive verb

intransitive verb

I don't want to frght about who gets the car.

dynamic verb

stative verb

10.I have had this phone fortwo years.

r- 
helping verb

(- 
main verb

Correct answers:

l. helping verb

2. intransitive verb

3. irregular verb

4. linking verb

5. stative verb

6. main verb

7. regular verb

8. transitive verb

9. dynamic verb

10. helping verb
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Verb Forms

English verbs come in several forms. For example, the verb sizg can

be:sing, sang, sung, stngingorsmgs. This is a total of 5 forms. Not many,

considering that some languages (French, for example) have more than 30 forms

for an individual verb. English tenses may be quite complicated, but the forms

that we use to make the tenses are actually very simple! With the exception of the

verb be, English main verbs have only 3, 4 or 5 forms. Be has 8 forms. Helping

verbs have even fewer forms as most of them never change.

In this lesson we look at the forms of main verbs and helping

verbs followed by a quiz to check your understanding.

Forms of Main Verbs

Main verbs (except the verb "be") have 3, 4 or 5 forms. The verb "be"

has 8 forms. In the table below. the # column shows the actual number of forms

for the given verb.

We use these forms to make all the tenses and other verb structures, in all

moods, aspects and voices.

past I past
Base
vl

i work i worked I working I works 4

irreg. I cut cuttlng I cuts , 3

i' '..----r' .'
I make I rnade I making I makes 4 

,

lril
j sing i sang I sung singing ; sings 5 i

iI i L_-,,_-,_i,_,-
-, ''-*- - -i'''-- '' '.-*'. 

----'- 
- - - ''-.'-i *-

il
I have I had i having i has 4
li-i

ing ldoes 5 
I

-'.-f'-

ri
esent i Present simPle i l

rticiple i(3forms) ,# l

be \\'as lreen being am I
jwere ; iare

I i ', lis
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In the above examples:

r cut has 3 forms: cut, cutting, cuts

. work has 4 forms: worh worked, working, works

. sing has 5 forms: sing, sang, sung, singing, sings

. be has 8 forms: be, was, were, been, being, am, is, are

That in dictionaries the headword for any given verb entry is always in the base

form.

Infinitive

There are two possibilities for the infinitive:

l. base form (the "bare infinitive")

2. to * base form (the "to-infinitive")

For example, sing and to sing are both infinitives. As they are identical

in form to the base form, and "to" is not part of the verb, we do not list the

infinitive as a separate form.

Note that the "to" is NOT a preposition. It is an "infinity marker" or "particle".

At school, students often learn by heart the base, past simple and past

participte(sometimes called Vl,V2, V3, meaning Verb 1, Verb 2, Verb 3) for

irregular verbs. They may spend many hours chanting: sing, sang, sung; go, went,

gone; have, hod, had; etc. They do not learn these for regular verbs for one very

simple reason - the past simple and past participles are always the same: they are

formed by adding "-ed" to the base.

They do not leam the present participle and 3rd person singular

present simple for regular or irregular verbs for another very simple reason - they

never change. The plesent participle is always made by adding "-ing" to the base,

and the 3rd person singular present simple is always made by adding "s" to the

base (though there are some variations in spelling).
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Note that "have", "do" and "be" also function as helping or auxiliary verbs, with

exactly the same forms.

Example Sentences

These example sentences use main verbs in different forms.

Base - Infrnitive

. She helped him work on his homework.

. We heard them sing their national anthem.

. I want to have a drink.

. To be, or not to be, that is the question:

Base - Imperative

. Work well!

. Make this.

. Have a nice day.

. Be quiet!

Base - Present simple

(except 3rd person singular)

. I work in London.

. You sing well.

. They have a lot of money.

Base - After modal auxiliary verbs

. I can work tomorrow.

. You must sing louder.

. They might do it.

. You could be rieht.
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Past simple

. I worked yesterday.

. She cut his hair last week.

. They had a good time.

. They were surprised, but I was not.

Past participle

. I have worked here for five years.

. He needs a folder made of plastic.

. It is done like this.

. I have never been so happy.

Present participle

. I am working.

. Singing well is not easy.

. Having finishe4 he went home.

. You are being silly!

3rd person singular present simple

. He works in London.

. She sings well.

. She has a lot of money.

. It is Vietnamese.

Forms of Helping Verbs

We use helping verbs (auxiliary verbs) with main verbs. The tables on

this page show the forms of all helping verbs.
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There are 2 groups ofhelping verbs:

1. Primary helping verbs

We use primary helping verbs to change the tense or voice of the main

verb, and to make questions and negatives. There are only three primary helping

verbs: do, have, be. These verbs can also function as main verbs. When we use

them as helping verbs, here are the forms that we use:

Look at these example sentences using primary helping verbs with main verbs:

. I)o you like him?

. He does go home sometimes.

. I did not see her.

. They have finished their homework.

. Has he arrived yet?

. John had not called for three weeks.

. They will be eating when we arrive.

. I am feeling sick.

. Are you working at the moment?

. Jo is not watching TV.

. Tarawas cooking when I phoned.

. Were you expecting me?

. My car is being repaired.

. I have been working all day.

base
3rd person singular present
simple past simple

do does did

have has had

base

present simple
(3 forms)

psst
simple
(2 forms)

present
participle

past
participle

be am
tue
is

was
were

being been
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2. Modal helping verbs

We use modal helping verbs to change the "mood" of the main verb. As

you see, modal verbs have only one form each. They never change.

may

i1{'

We use the word "form" to mean the "shape" or "writing" of the actual

verb itself. Do not confuse verb forms with tenses. We use the different verb

forms to make the tenses and other verb strucfures, but they are not the same

thing.

I

I

I

I

I

L
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Verb Forms Quiz

You can do this grammar quiz on paper. It tests what you learned on the Forms.

1. A bird sang to me this morning.

r 
third person singular present

r- 
past simple

.- 
base

2. They have been playing tennis all day.

r' 
base

r 
present participle

c 
present simple

3. I don't think he will guess the answer.

{' 
past simple

r 
third person singular present

.- 
base

4. Have you baked the cookies yet?

(' 
base

(^ 
past participle

r 
present participle

5. Had they finished before you arrived?

r'' 
past simple

(- 
base

r 
past participle
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6. I asked your brother to drive us there.

r 
base

r- 
past simple

r 
present participle

7. It is a sunny day today.

r- 
past simple

r 
third person singular present

r- 
past participle

8. We are in the kitchen doing the dishes.

' present simple

r 
present participle

r- 
base

9. He was feeding the dogs.

- 
base

past simple

past participle

10. He walks to my car with me at night.

'- present participle

- 
third person singular present

r 
base
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Correct answers:

l. past simple

2. present participle

3. base

4. base

5. past participle

6. base

7. third person singular present

8. present participle

9. past simple

10. thfud person singular present

VERBS

Verbs have traditionallv been defined as words that show action or state of beine.

Examples:

Harold dnve allthe way to Toronto. (drove shours action)

Harold s/epf all the way to Toronto. (slepf shows aclon)

Harold seemed happy in Toronto. (seemed shows state of being)

Harold was happy in Toronto. (was shows state of being)

Verbs can also sometimes be recognized by their position in a sentence.

In the following two sentence frames, only a verb can be put into the empty slot.

NOUN THERE NOUN

(verb) (verb)

Often, prefixes and suffixes (affixes) will signifu that a word is a

verb. For example, the suffixes -ify, -ize, -ate, or -en usually signif, that a word is

a verb, as in typifu, characterize, irrigate, and sweeten Prefixes such as be-, de-

, or en- may signiff that a word is a verb, as in bestow, dethrone, and errcourage.

These affixes, often inconsistent from verb to verb, are

called derivational affixes. Added to a word, they either change the word's part

of speech.
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Example:

sl$fi = noun

slgn +-it! --+ slgnll,r= Ygft

or change the word's meaning

Example:

embarl( mean s "to get on' (a sh ip, a plan e, a jou rn ey, etc)

dis + embark -----+ disembark means "to get off' (a ship, a plane)

The base form of a verb is derived from the verb's infinitive: to + verb

Examples-

to talk fo wrife Io buy fo go

Four suffixes consistentlv added to a verb's base create all forms of a verb used in

all tenses:

1. -s creates 3rd person singular / present tense (He talks.)

2. -ing creates the present participle / used with be (He rs talking.)

3. -ed creates the simple past (He talked.)

4. -en creates the past participle / used with hwe (He has talked.)

Note: T\e -en verb ending used with a form of to hove as an auxiliary is

generally written -ed, as in has talked.
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Unlike the derivational affixes, these inflectional suffixes are

consistently used with all verbs, even though their form may look different from

verb to verb.

Because many verbs in English are irregular; as result, their --ed and/or-

ez endings may not follow any obvious pattern.

Examples:

(to write)

Smith writes short stories at home. (-s ending)

Smith is writing short stories at horne. (-l'ng ending)

Smith wrole short stories at home. (-ed ending)

Smith has written short stories at home. (-en ending)

(to buy)

Jones bays a newspaper each day. (-s ending)

Jones rs buying a newspaper today. (-mg ending)

Jones hotqhl a newspaper yesterday. (-ed ending)

Jones ftcs bought newspapers every day. (-en ending)

(to go)

Students go to the library often. (-s ending)

Students are goingto the library often. (-rng ending)

Students welttto the library often. (-ed ending)

Students have gone to the library often. (-ez ending)

The majorities of verbs are regular and consistently use -ed and -en to

form their simple past tense and past participles. (e.g. talked, has talked)

Many verbs are irrezular, however, and follow no consistent pattern in

creating their-ed and'/or-ez forms. A list of the major irregular verbs is shown

below.

Present Past (-ed form) Past Participle (-en form)
arNe aft)se arisen
ask asked asked

attack attacked attacked

owaken awalrened OR awoke owakened

bear bore borne/born
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besin began b"prn
blow blew blown
break broke broken
brins brousht brousht
burst bursl burst
choose chose chosen
clins clung clung
come came come
dive dived OR dove dived
do did done
dras drassed dragged
dratv drew drawn
drink drank drunk
drive drove driven
drown drowned drowned
eaI ate eaten

fall fell fallen
flv flew flown
forsive forgave forsiven
freeze froze frozen
PEI got sot OR sotten
gtve g(Ne stven
go wew sone
grow grew grown
hans fthinss) huns hung
hang (people) hnnsed hansed
happen happened happened
know lmew known
lav laid laid
Iead led led
lie Iav lain
loosen loosened loosened
lose lost Iost
pay psid oaid
ride rode ridden
rtng rang rung
rrce rose r$en
run rgn run
see s0w seen

set set sel

shake shook shaken

shrink shrank OR shrunk shrunk OR shrunken
sins sang sung
sink sank OR sunk sunk
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sit sal sal
speak spoke spoken
SDIN spun lpun
spit spat spat
sprtnq sDrans OR snruns sprung,
steal stole stolen
sting stung, stung
stink stank OR stunk stunk
strive strove striven
study studied studied
swear swore sworn
swim swam swum
swing, swung, swung
take took taken
tear tore torn
throw threw thrown
wake woke ORwaked woken 0Rwaked
wear wore worn
wecwe wove woven
wrinp wrung wrung
write wrote written

A verb phrase is defined as the main verb together with all its auxiliaries (helping

verbs).

Auxiliary verbs always precede the main verb.

There are two types of auxiliary verbs:

l. Inflected auxiliary verbs:

be I have do

2. Modal auxiliaries (considered more fully under (auxiliary verbs)

present past no tense

will would must

shall should

can could

may might
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Examples of verb phrases:

He has taken the test- (auxiliary has + main verb take)

He k tahing the test. (auxiliary rs + main verb take)

He did tahe the test. (auxiliary do + mainverb take\

He hss been taking the test. (auxiliary has been + main verb take)

Verbs may be divided into three types:

A. Action verbs - show an action -- either physical or mental

Examples.

Smih caidres the ball. (calches shows a physical action)

Srnith rmaguines greatthings {imaglnesshows a mental action)

Smih rs wean'4g good clothes. (is weanng shows a physicalaction)

B. Verbs of being (forms of be - is, are, was, were, has/have/had been, will be)

- show a state of existence:

Examples:

Smith is sfange. (tssho'ws a state of exstence)

Smilh will always be my friend (will be shows a state of existence)

Smith has been here for a week. {has been shows a state of existenee)

Smith was aw-ay last week (was shotats a state of existence)

C. Linkins verbs - link a subject with its complement . (A subiective

complemenl "completes" / "equals" the subject.)

Linking verbs: appear, taste, smell, feel, look, sound, grow, seem, remain,

become
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Examples.

The llnguini tasles delicious.

tt\
s|.biect linkirE verb subieclive comflement

linguini = delicious

Paul Decaine a nhvsician.t t -\
$bject linking verb subiective Eorndffi]ent

paul = physician

NOTE: Most linking verbs can also be used as action verbs.

Action verbs may be either transitive or intransitive.

A. A transitive verb is one that is followed by a direct object.

Example:

In th e late aftem oon , Jeh ro often takes a n ap.

fttl
I direct object
I

transitirre verb

Examples.

Herbert sm{Ied the cafe. {smeJled is an action verbJ

lrl
subiect action verb direcl object

Herbertf,cake

The cake snrelkd good.tt\
suqect linkirg veft subiective conlplenEnl

cake - good
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B. An intransitive verb is one that is NOT followed by a direct object.

Example:

In fi e late aftemoon, Jehro often sleQps.
AI
I
t
I

intransitive verb

Caution: An intransitive verb may be followed by adiectives. adverbs,

and/or prepositional phrases. As long as the verb is not followed by a noun or

pronoun functioning as the direct object the verb is intransitive.

Example:

NOTE: Some action verbs may be either transitive or intransitive.

Example: (left)

ilrtsansitve verb

Bill finally t9[t te couftry.

I 
direct object

transitive verb

Billfinallv lef .

I

intransitive verb
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Another example (read):

Th e stu dent read th ree baoks tfris semestert
direct object

transiliv e v erb

intrarsitive verb

Verbs have three moods: indicative, imperative, and subjunctive.

A. The indieative mood states afact" asks a question, or exclaims.

Examples.

Bellah arnuesthis mornlng. {statement/ anives is indicative mood)

l#ill Bellah anivettis morning? (queston lwill anive is indicative mood)

Bellah mayarnve this morning, (statement I may anive is indicafve mood)

How wonderful Bellah looks! (exclamation / loolrs is indicative mood)

B. The imperative mood gives a command. The subject is always "you"

understood.

Examples:

Eafyour spinach

(command / subject = you understood / Eaf is imperattve mood)

Please be good for the babYsitter.

(command / subject = you understood / be is imperattve mood)
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C. The subjunctive mood occurs in two instances:

1. The sentence indicates a situation contrarv to fact.

Examples-

I wouldn't do that if I werc you. (but l'm not you / were is subjunctive mood)

2. The sentence

- shows a wish, desire, or demand

- in a nominal clause beginning with that

- following verbs such as desire, demand, request, suggest

Examples:

I demand that vou be here on trme

{"thaf' clause follom demand / h is sublunctlve mood)

She suggested
(that' clause follows suggesled / see is subjunctve mood)

References:

, accessed on3lll20l9

, accessed on3ll12019

, accessed

on 3/112019

, accessed

on 31112019

, ocToBER 4, 2016,

accessed on3l1l20l9

rbs-classification-

, accessed on3ll12019

, accessed on 3lll20l9

accessed on

3/U20r9

, accessed on25lll20l9
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CHAPTER 4

A SENTENCE

What is a sentence?

Sentence features

A sentence is a written expression of a complete thought.

A sentence contains:

. a capital letter at the beginning and a full stop at the end

. a subject (person/people or thing[s] that is/are doing something)

e o vorb (action or doing word).

Example

C;i:.ri;rr i*lir:r 
Full StOp

Climate change is adversely affectingl the environment.

$u-ujeq! Verb

Two errors that are commonly found in students'work are:

. Run-on sentences

o Sentence fragments.

Run-on sentences

A run-on sentence occurs when two simple sentences are incorrectly joined.
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Example

Poverty, fomine and major public healthproblems around the developingworld

are important indicators of a changing climate these issues are not being

addressed globally.

There are two ways to resolve a run-on sentence.

l. Use ajoining word.

(and, but, or, nor, for, so, yet)

Poverty, famine and major public health problems around the developing world

are an important indicator of a changing climate but these issues are not being

addressed globally.

2.Make two separate sentences.

Povefi, famine and major public health problems around the developing world

are an important indicator of a changing climate.

(These issues are not being addressed globally).

What is a Sentence?

i.

In simple terms, a sentence is a set of words that contain:

l. a subject (what the sentence is about, the topic of the sentence), and

2. a predicate (what is said about the subject)

PRE.DICflTF-SUP'IT-CT
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Look at this simple example:

sentence

subjecl
predicate

verb

You lneql lnglish.

The above example sentence is very short. Of course, a sentence can be longer

and more complicated, but basically there is always a subject and a predicate.

Look at this longer example:

sentence

rubject
predicato

verb

Ram and Taral speak fEnglish when they arc working.
r_

Note that the predicate always contains a verb. Sometimes, in fact, the predicate is

only a verb:

sentence

subjecl
predicate

verb 
ll

SES.

So we can say that a sentence must contain at least a subject and verb.

There is one apparent exception to this - the imperative. When someone gives a

command (the imperative), they usually do not use a subject. They don't say the

subject because it is obvious - the subject is YOU! Look at these examples of the

imperative, with and without a subject:
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sentence

subject
pieilicate

verb

Wait l minute!

look!

B[--l
Note that a sentence expresses a complete thought. Here are some examples of

complete and incomplete thoughts:

Note also that a sentence begins with a capital letter and ends with a full stop

(AmE period) or a question mark or an exclamation mark (AmE exclamation

point). Look at these examples:

. People need food.

. How are you?

. Look out!

Actually, it is not easy to define a sentence. Grammarians do not all agree on what

is or is not a sentence. For the purposes of introduction, this page describes rather

simple sentences. Of course, sentences can be much longer and more complex,

and these will be covered on other pages.

Do you like coffee?

fast-moving animal with big
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The 4 Types ofSentence Structure

What are there in a Sentence? We saw the

formation of a sentence. Now we can look in

sentence structure.

minimum requirements for the

more detail at the four types of

Simple Sentence Structure

A simple sentence consists of one independent clause. (An independent clause

contains a subject and verb and expresses a complete thought.)

I like coffee.

Mary likes tea.

The earth goes round the sun.

Mary did not go to the party.

Compound Sentence Structure

A is two (or more) independent clauses joined by

conjunction or semi-colon. Each of these clauses could form a sentence alone.

I like coffee and Mary likes tea.

Mary went to work but John went to the party.

Our car broke downl we came last.

There are seven coordinating conjunctions:

. and, but, or, nor,for, yet, so
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Complex Sentence Structure

A complex sentence consists of an independent clause plus a dependent clause.

(A dependent clause starts with a subordinating conjunction or a relative pronoun,

and eontains a subjeet and verb, but does not express a complete thought.)

We missed our plane because we were late.

Our dog barks when she hears a noise.

He left in a hurry after he got a phone call.

Do you know the man who is talking to Mary?

o

a

Here are some common subordinating conjunctions:

. after, although, as, because, before, how, if, once,

though, till, until, when, where, whether, while

Here are the five basic relative pronouns:

. that, which, who, whom, whose

Compound-Complex Sentence Structure

A compound-complex sentence consists of at least two

one or more dependent elauses.

since, than, that,

independent clauses and

John didn't come because he was ill so Mary was not happy.

He left in a hurry after he got a phone call but he came back five minutes

later.
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A dependent clause is also called a subordinate clause.

The above sentences are basic examples only. In some cases other arrangements

are possible (for example, a dependent clause can come before an independent

clause).

SENTENCE TYPE AND PURPOSE

Sentences come in a variety of shapes and lengths. Yet whatever their shapes and

lenglhs (or types), all sentences serve one ofonly a few very basic purposes.

Sentence Type

Sentence variety is not about mere novelty; it is about meaning. You can avoid

boredom (yours and your readers') and choppiness by varying your sentence

types. Longer, more complex sentences can increase the impact of a shorter,

simpler sentence.

Every sentence is one of the following types.

Simple

Compound

Complex

Compound/Complex

In order to vary your writing, you want to be able to construct sentences of

each kind. To master these four types, though, you really only need to master two

things: independent and dependent clauses. This is because the four types of

sentences are really only four different ways to combine independent and

dependent clauses.

(Let's review: independent clauses are essentially simple, complete

sentences. They can stand alone or be combined with other independent clauses.

Dependent clauses are unfinished thoughts that cannot stand alone; they are a type

of sentence fragment and must be joined to independent clauses. For more
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information, see the TIP Sheet Independent & Dependent Clauses: Coordination

and Subordination.)

The simple sentence

A simple sentence is simple because it contains only one independent clause:

Example:

- Justin dropped his Agricultural Economics class.

A simple sentence is not necessarily short or simple. It can be long and involved,

with many parts and compound elements. But if there is only one independent

clause, it is, nevertheless, a simple sentence. The following example has a single

independent clause with a single subject (Justin) and a compound verb (gulped,

swallowed, groaned, and decided):

- Justin gulped down his fourth cup of coffee, swallowed a Tylenol for

pounding headache, groaned, and decided he would have to drop

Agricultural Economics class.

The compound sentence

When you join two simple sentences properly, you get a compound sentence.

Conversely, a compound sentence can be broken into two complete sentences,

each with its own subject and its own verb. You can join simple sentences to

create compound sentences either of two ways:

With a semicolon

With a comma and coordinating conjunction (for, and, nor, but, or, yet so)

For example, the following pairs of independent clauses can be joined either way:

- Homer has Basic Plant Science on Mondays and Wednesdays; Environmental

Horticulture conflicted with his schedule.

his

his
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- Homer has Basic Plant Science on Mondays and Wednesdays, but

Environmental Horticulture conflicted with his schedule.

(Be aware that if you join two simple sentences improperly, you do not get a

compound sentence; you get a run-on, most likely either a comma splice or a

fused sentence. For more information, see the TIP Sheets Comma Splices and

Run-on Sentences and Independent & Dependent Clauses: Coordination &

Subordination.)

The complex sentence

A complex sentence is a sentence that contains both a dependent and an

independent clause. In the following example, both clauses contain a subject and a

verb, but the dependent clause has, in addition, the dependent-making words even

though. If you staft the sentence with the dependent-making words (or

subordinating conjunction), place a comma between the clauses. On the other

hand, if you start with the independent clause and place the dependent-making

words in the middle of the sentence. do not use a comma:

Even though Eva took Turf Management just to fill out her schedule, she found

it unexpectedly interesting.

Eva found Turf Management unexpectedly interesting even though she took it

just to fill out her schedule.

The compound-complex sentence

A compound-complex sentence combines at least two independent clauses and at

least one dependent clause. The punctuation rules remain the same: the two simple

sentences are joined by one of the two methods described above, and the

dependent clause is punctuated (or not) depending on whether it precedes or

follows an independent clause. In the following example, the dependent-making

word signaling the beginning of the dependent clause is while:
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- Homer was already in class, and Eva was in the lab while Justin was sleeping

offhis headache.

- while Justin was sleeping off his headache, Homer was already in class, and

Eva was in the lab.

- Homer was already in class while Justin slept offhis headache; Eva was in the

lab.

Sentence Purpose

Sentences can do different things. The purpose of some sentences is to make

statements. Declarative sentences make statements and end with periods:

- I am planning to drop Agricultural Economics.

The purpose of another sentence may be to pose a question. These interrogative

sentences ask questions and end with question marks:

- Have you taken any Agricultural Engineering classes?

Imperative sentences give commands or make demands or requests. They usually

end with a period. An imperative sentence often has as its subject an unstated

"you" (giving to beginners in English grammar the appearance of lacking a

subject altogether). The subject of each of the following four sentences is "you:"

The difference of command and request:

Command : is a sentence that orders someone to do somethine. It ends with a

period(.) or an exclamation mark(!)

- Stop. Drop. Roll.

Request: is a sentence that aslrs someone to do something. It ends with a period (.)

or a question mark(?).

- Hand in your homework assignments, please.
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Notes:

Example of Request and Response

Can you ...

Could you ...

Will you ...

Would you ...

Would you mind ...

Can you stay longer please? Certainly.

Could you help me please? Sure.

Will you open the fan please? I'd be glad to.

Would you answer the phone? Okey.

Would you mind helping me tuming off the television? No. I don't

Exclamatory sentences convey strong emotion and end with exclamation marks;

use them sparingly:

- Watch out for the rattlesnake!

.&4<9-
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EXERCISES

Exercise 1:

Choose if the sentence is a command or request.

a. Watch out!

b. Would you answer the phone?

c. Please go to the store and buy some milk.

d. Look left and right before you cross the street.

e. Don't go there.

f. Call the police!

g. Write your name on the first page ofthe book Give me that!

h. Close the door.

i. Tell me what happened.

j. Come, Mina.

k. Go back to your classroom.

l. Please talk to her now.

m. Will you leave me alone?

Exercise 2:

Read the following sentences carefully. Tell whether the sentence is in the form of

a request or a command.

:1. Open the door now. :_J-.Please carry my bag. :3. Could you

clean the fish? 4. Unload the groceries.-5. Kindly fold and keep the

plastic bags. _6. Please stay. 

-7. 

Go and study your lessons. 

-8.Will you go with me to the market? 

-9.Could 

you attend the seminar on

Saturday? .-10.Give me a break.

Exercise 3:

Work with a partner. Supply the appropriate sentence in the following dialog. The

first one is done for you.

GINA: (commands Jess to tum in the electric fan) Tum on the electric fan.
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JESS: (requests Gina to open the box for him)

GINA: (strongly tells Jess to look for her missing book)

JESS: (with humility asks Gina to pray for her sick friend)

Exercise 4:

Read the following sentences carefully. Tell whether the expressions used are in

the form of request or a command.

1. "Please, help my boy. He's dying."

2. "You can't enter. You have no ticket."

3. "Go back to your mother."

4. "Mix a little yellow and blue and the resulting color is green."

5. Come, James, the doctor won't hurt you a bit."

6. "Kenneth, finish your food now."

7. "Tell me what happened, Mayco."

8. Kindly return this paper to Mr. Ordoflez."

9. "Don't forget to attend the PTA meeting tomorrow, Mother."

l0."Speak a little louder, Jen4 because I can't hear you."

l l."Please talk to Mary Rose now."

l2."lmagine that you're up there in the sky."

l3."Will you leave me alone?"

l4."Can I borrow your pencil?"

15. "Study a little bit harder."

Exercise 5:

Please make these words into sentences (command and request)

Tidy lrug / living room.

) The command : Please tidy the rug in the living room-

)Request: could you tidy the rug in the living room' please?
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l. carry / books / room .

2. vacuum I carpet / living room.

3. wash / dishes / kitchen.

4. clean I tablelthe stove.

5. cut / grass / front yard.

Exercise 6:

Please choose one ofthese topics:

- A friend

- An animal

- A vehicle

Write a very mini story of it.

Write this way:

- Open your story using a declarative sentence.

- Then use an interrogative sentence for continuing your story.

- After that use an imperative sentence.

- Finally, use an exclamatory sentence for closing the story.

Examples:

My Friend

I have a friend. Do you know him? Look at his photograph. What a handsome

man he is!

Hippopotamus

Hippo is a very big animal. Have you ever seen it? Look at its teeth. How big the

teeth are!
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CHAPTER 5

NOUN AND PRONOLIN

What is a noun?

A noun is a person, a place, a thing, an idea or a concept.

For example:

Person: the postman, a teacher, Tom, a neighbor.

Place: a village, England, Edinburgh, a street a park.

Thing: a box, a banan4 a computer.

Idea or concept: beauty, information, importance.

The subject of a sentence is always a noun:

The park is near my house. ('Park' goes with the verb 'is'.)

The object ofthe sentence is also a noun:

I like chocolate. ('Chocolate' is not doing the liking, it is liked.)

Nouns can be singular (there is one thing):

My desk is near the window.

Or they can be plural (there is more than one thing):

There are not enough desks in the office.

Plurals usually end in 's' but are sometimes irregular:

man - men

person - people

child - children

Types ofnoun

There are several different types of noun, as follows:
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Common noun

A common noun is a noun that refers to people or things in general, e.g. boy,

country, bridge, city, birth, day, happiness.

Proper noun

A proper noun is a name that identifies a particular persor! place, or thing,

e.g- steven, Africa, htndon, Monday- In written English, proper nouns begin with

capital letters.

Concrete noun

A concrete noun is a noun which refers to people and to things that

exist physically and can be seen, touched, smelled, heard, or tasted. Examples

include dog, building, coffee, tree, rain, beach, tune.

Abstract noun

An abstract noun is a noun which refers to ideas, qualities, and conditions - things

that cannot be seen or touched and things which have no phvsical reality,

e.g. truth, danger, happiness, time, friendship, humor.

Collective nouns

collective nouns refer to groups of people or things, e.g- audience, famity,
governnrcnt, team, jury.ln American English, most collective nouns are treated as

singular, with a singular verb:

The whole family was at the table.

In British English, the preceding sentence would be correc! but it would also be

correct to treat the collective noun as a plural, with a plural verb:

The whole families were at the table.
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For more information about this, see

A noun may belong to more than one sategory. For example, happiness is both a

common noun and an abstract noun. while Mount Everest is both a concrete noun

and a proper noun.

Count and mass nouns

Nouns can be either countable of ulicountable. Countable nouns (or count

nouns) are those that refer to something that can be counted. Uncountable

nouns (or mass nouns) do not typically refer to things that can be counted and so

they do not regularly have a plural form.

Countable and uncountable nouns

Nouns can b€ either cotrntable or uncountable. Countable nouns (or count

nouns) are those that refer to something that can be counted. They have both

singular and plural forms (e.g. cat/cats;woman/women; country/countries).In the

singular, they can be preceded by a or an.Most nouns come into this category.

A smaller number of nouns do not typicatty refer to things that can be counted and

so they do not regularly have a plural form: these are known as uncountable

nouns (or mass nouns). Examples include: rain, flour, earth, wine, or wood.

Uncountable nouns can't be preceded by aor an.Many abstract nouns are typically

uncountable, e.g- happine s s, truth, darlme ss, humor.

Some uncountable nouns can h used in the plural as well, dependine on the

meaning or context of the word. Take a look at these sentences:
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Would you like some coffee?

He ordered a coffee-

There's trc lruth in the rumors.

fhe fundgwual truths abaut

human nature.

word

few, fewer

little, less,
least

many,
several

much

wilh coanlable
noun?

,/

)(

{

x

uncountable because it's referring to the

drink in general

countable, because it's referring to a cup

ofcoffee

uncountable, because it refers to the

quality or state of being true

countable, because it's referring to facts

or beliefs that are true

In the Oxford Dictionary of English and the New Oxford American Dictionary,

nouns that are chiefly uncountable are described as 'mass nouns'. This type of

noun entry may also include an example sentence showing a countable use of the

type described above. For example:

. beer noun [mass noun] an alcoholic drink made from yeast-fermgnilg! malt

flavored with hops: a pint of beer | [count nottn] he ordered a beer.

There are some words that should only be used with countable nouns and some

that you should only use with uncountable nouns. Here are the main examples:

with uncounlable
noun?

)(

,/

x

,/

examples

fewer students; few
cars

less food; little time

several books; mony
changes

much pleasure; much
sleep
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You often hear people using /ess with countable nouns (e.g. 'there are less

cars outside the school gates'). Although it's a common mistake, it is still a

mistake and you should try to avoid making it in formal writing or speaking.

Pronouns

Pronouns are used in place of a rioun that has alteady been mentioned or

that is already known, often to avoid repeating the noun. For example:

- Kate was tired so she went to bed.

- Michael took the children with him.

- Kieran's face was close to mine.

- That is a good idea.

- Anything might happen.

Personal pronouns

Personal pronouns are used in place of nouns referring to specific people

or things, for example I, me, mine, you, yours, his, her, hers, we, they, ot them.

They can be divided into various different categories according to their role in a

sentence. as follows:

Subjective pronouns

The personal pronouns I, you, we, he, she, it, and they are known

as subjective pronouns because they act as the subjects ofverbs:

- She saw Catherine.

- We drove Nick home.

- I waved at her.

Objective pronouns

The personal pronouns ftIe)yott,us,him,her,il, and themare called

objective pronouns because they act as the objects of verbs and plg@g{iong:

- Catherine saw her.

- Nick drove us home.

- She waved at me.
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Here's a table setting out the different forms:

SINGTJLAR PLT]RAL

subjecfive objective subjective objective

first person I me we us

secondperson you you you you

third person he/shelit him/trer/it they them

Notice that the personal pronouns /ou and it stay the same, whether they are being

used in the subjective or objective roles.

Possessive pronouns

The personal pronouns mine, yours, hers, his, ours, and theirs are known

as possessive pronouns: they refer to something owned by the speaker or by

someone or something previously mentioned. For example:

- That book is mine.

- John's eyes met hers.

- Ours is a familv farm.

Reflexive pronouns

Reflexive personal pronouns include myself, himself,, herse$ itself,

ourselves, yourselves, and themselves. These are used to refer back to the subject

of the clause in which they are used:

- I fell and hurt myself.

- Daisy prepared herself for the joumey.

- The children had to look after themselves.
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CHAPTER 6

ADJECTIVES AND ADVERBS

Adjective: Definition and Examples

One of the most important components of a sentence is the adiective.

This part of speech is so common that people use it almost automatically, both in

speech and in writing. For you to understand the concept of adjectives better this

article will answer the following questions:

What is an adjective?

What are the functions of adjectives?

What are the different kinds of adjectives?

What are the degrees of adjectives?

Aside from answering the basic questions and defining the related terms, various

examples will also be included in this short write-up.

What is an Adjective and its Functions?

An adjective is a part of speech which describes, identifies, or quantifies

a noun or a pronoun. So basically, the main function of an adjective is to modifu a

noun or a pronoun so that it will become more specific and interesting. Instead of

just one word, a gloup of words with a subject and a verb, can also function as an

adjective. When this happens, the group of words is called an adjective clause.

For example: My brother, who is much older than I am. is an astronaut.

In the example above, the underlined clause modifies the noun "brother."

But what if the group of words doesn't have a subject and a verb? What do you

think the resulting group of words will be called?
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Posses ve Adlect ve \ \
Ad ellrve ol llurtlril' I

Oescrpt ve AdJ6c

If you think it's called an adjective phrase, you are right. As you might

recall, phrases and clauses are both groups of words and the main difference is

that clauses have subjects and verbs, while phrases don't.

For example: She is prettiel than vou.

What are the Different Kinds of Adjectives?

My two pink sweaters #re cver there"

Now that you already know the answer to the question, "What is an

adjective?" you should know that not all adjectives are the same. They modiff

nouns and pronouns differently, and just like the other parts of speech, there are

different kinds of adjectives. These are:

l. Descriptive Adjectives

Among the different kinds of adjectives, descriptive adjectives are

probably the most common ones. They simply say something about the quality or

the kind of the noun or pronoun they're referring to.

Examples:

- Erika is witty.

- She is tired.

- Adrian's reflexes arc amazins..

2. Adjectives of Number or Adjectives of Quantity

As the name suggests, this kind of adjective answers the question, "How

many?" or "How much?"

\
\

\
Demonstrat ve Ad ect ve
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Examples:

- Twentv-one students failed the exam.

- The plants need more water.

3. Demonstrative Adjectives

Demonstrative adjectives point out pronouns and nouns, and always

come before the words they are referring to.

Examples:

- I used to buy this kind of shirts.

- When the old man tripped over that wire, he dropped a whole

bag ofgroceries.

4. Possessive Adjectives

Obviously, this kind of adjectives shows ownership or possession. Aside

from thal possessive adjectives always come before the noun.

Examples:

- I can't answer mv seatwork because I don't have a calculator.

- Trisha sold his dos.

5. Interrogative Adjectives

Intenogative adjectives ask questions and are always followed by a noun.

Examples:

- What movie are you watching?

- Which plants should be placed over here?

What are the Degrees of Adjectives?

There are only three degrees or levels of adjectives (also known as

degrees of comparison) namely, positive, comparative, and superlative. When

you talk about or describe only a single person, place, or thing, you should use the

positive degree.
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Examples:

- She is a beautiful lady.

- lt was a memorable trip.

If on the other hand, you are comparing two persons, places, or things, it

is appropriate to use the comparative degree of the word. Normally, you will need

to add "-er" to transform the word into its comparative form or add the word

"more." Also, the word 'than" should be added after the adjective in the

comparative degree.

Examples:

- This swimming pool is bigeer than that one.

- Ashley is more intelligent than Aldrin.

*Note: For words ending in"y," you should first change the']" into "i," and then

add "-er" (e.g., lovely-lovelier; pretty- prettier; tasty- tastier)

Lastly, if you are comparing more than two things, the superlative form

of the adjectives should be used and the word 'the" should be added before the

adjective. In order to transform the adjective into its superlative form, you just

have to add the suffix "-est" or the word "most."

Examples:

- That is by far, the tallest tree I have ever seen in my entire life.

- This is the most crucial match of the season.

*Note: For words ending in "y," you should first change the ']" into "i," and then

add "-est" (e.g., lovelyJoveliest; pretty- prettiest; tasty- tastiest)
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ADVERBS

Definition

Adverbs are words that modifu

. a verb (He drove slowly. - How did he drive?)

. an adjective (He drove a very fast car. - How fast was his car?)

. another adverb (She moved quite slowly down the aisle. - How slowly did

she move?)

As we will see, adverbs often tell when, where, why, or under what

conditions something happens or happened. Adverbs frequently end in -ly;

however, many words and phrases not ending in -ly serve an adverbial function

and an -ly ending is not a guarantee that a word is an adverb. The words lovely,

lonely, motherly, friendly, neighborly, for instance, are adjectives:

. That lovely woman lives in a friendly neighborhood.

If a group of words containing a subject and verb acts as an adverb (modiffing the

verb of a sentence), it is called an Adverb Clause:

. When this class is over, we're going to the movies.

When a group of words not containing a subject and verb acts as an adverb, it is

called an adverbial phrase. Prepositional phrases frequently have adverbial

functions (telling place and time, modifuing the verb):

. He went to the movies.

. She works on holidays.

. They lived in Canada during the war.

And Infinitive phrases can act as adverbs (usually telling why):

. She hunied to the mainland to see her brother.

. The senator ran to catch the bus.
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But there are other kinds of adverbial phrases:

. He calls his mother as often as possible.

Adverbs can modifu adjectives, but an adjective cannot modif, an

adverb. Thus we would say that "the students showed a really wonderful attitude"

and that "the students showed a wonderfully casual attitude" and that "my

professor is really tall, but not "He ran real fast."

Like adjectives, adverbs can have comparative and superlative forms to show

degree.

. Walk faster if you want to keep up with me.

. The student who reads fastest will finish first.

We often use more and most, less and least to show degree with adverbs:

. With sneakers on, she could move more quickly among the patients.

. The flowers were the most beautifully arranged creations I've ever seen.

. She worked less confidently after her accident.

. That was the least skillfully done performance I've seen in years.

The as - as construction can be used to create adverbs that express sameness or

equality: "He can't run as fast as his sister."

A handful of adverbs have two forms, one that ends in -ly and one that doesn't. ln

certain cases, the two forms have different meanings:

. He arrived late.

. Lately, he couldn't seem to be on time for anything.

In most cases, however, the form without the -ly ending should be reserved for

casual situations:

. She certainly drives slow in that old Buick of hers.

. He did wrong by her.

. He spoke sharp, quick, and to the point.
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Adverbs often function as intensifiers, conveying a greater or lesser emphasis to

something. Intensifiers are said to have three different functions: they can

emphasize, amplifu, or downtone. Here are some examples:

. Emphasizers:

o I really don't believe him.

o He literally wrecked his mother's car.

o She simply ignored me.

o They're going to be late, for sure.

. Amplifiers:

o The teacher completely rejected her proposal.

o I absolutely refuse to attend any more faculty meetings.

o They heartily endorsed the new restaurant.

o I so wanted to go with them.

o We know this city well.

. Downtoners:

o I kind of like this college.

o Joe sort of felt betrayed by his sister.

o His mother mildly disapproved his actions.

o We can improve on this to some extent.

o The boss almost quit after that.

o The school was all but ruined by the storm.

Adverbs (as well as adjectives) in their various degrees can be accompanied by

premodifiers:

. She runs very fast.

. 'We're going to run out of material all the faster

This issue is addressed in the section on degtees in adjectives.

For this section on intensifiers, we are indebted to A Grammar of Contemporary

English by Randolph Quirk, Sidney Greenbaum, Geoffrey Leech, and Jan

Svartvik. Longman Group: London. 1978. pages 438 to 457. Examples our own.
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Using Adverbs in a Numbered List

Within the normal flow of text, it's nearly always a bad idea to number

items beyond three or four, at the most. Anlhing beyond that, you're better off

with a vertical list that uses numbets (1,2,3, etc.). Also, in such a list, don't use

adverbs (with an -ly ending); use instead the uninflected ordinal number (first

second, thir{ fourth, fifth, etc.). First (not firstly), it's unclear what the adverb is

modiffing. Second (not secondly), it's unnecessary. Third (not thirdly), after you

get beyond "secondly," it starts to sound silly. Adverbs that number in this manner

are treated as disjuncts (see below.)

Adverbs We Can Do Without

Review the section on Being Concise for some advice on adverbs that we can

eliminate to the benefit of our prose: intensifiers such as very, extremely, and

really that don't intensiff anything and expletive constructions ("There are several

books that address this issue.")

Kinds of Adverbs

Adverbs of Manner

She moved slowly and spoke quietly.

Adverbs of Place

She has lived on the island all her life.

She still lives there now.

Adverbs ofFrequency

She takes the boat to the mainland every day.

She often goes by herself.

Adverbs of Time

She tries to get back before dark.

It's starting to get dark now.
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She finished her tea first.

She left early.

Adverbs of Purpose

She drives her boat slowly to avoid hitting the rocks.

She shops in several stores to get the best buys.

Positions of Adverbs

- One of the hallmarks of adverbs is their ability to move around in a sentence.

Adverbs of manner are particularly flexible in this regard.

. Solemnly the minister addressed her congregation.

. The minister solemnly addressed her congregation.

. The minister addressed her congregation solemnly.

- The following adverbs of frequency appear in various points in these

sentences:

. Before the main verb: I never get up before nine o'clock.

. Between the auxiliary verb and the main verb: I have rarely written to my

brother without a good reason.

. Before the verb used to: I always used to see him at his summer home.

- Indefinite adverbs of time can appear either before the verb or between the

auxiliary and the main verb:

. He finally showed up for batting practice.

. She has recently retired.

Order of Adverbs

There is a basic order in which adverbs will appear when there is more than one. It

is similar to The Royal Order of Adjectives, but it is even more flexible.
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Notes:

There are some verbs that cannot be used in Continuous Tenses

l. General tnrth

hold, contain, ingredient, consist of, include, mean' signifu

Examples:

Water contains two hydrogen and an oxygen

This book holds 295 pages

2. Verbs that describe an effect on our minds

a. smell, taste, sound, feel

Examples:

This soup smells good

The fruit tastes sour

It sounds nice

These clothes feel silky
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b. seem, appear, look

Examples:

You seem very happy

He appears to be a prosperous business man

He looks prosperous

c. matter

Examples:

The price does not matter. I must buy that coat

I cannot find your dictionary. Does it matter?

3. Emotion

love, hate, like, care for, adore, loathe

Examples:

I love my parents

The students like to be with him

He hates to go to the workshop

4. Verbs describe mental activity

a. forget, remember, recall, recollect

Examples:

Ninna forgets to bring her dictionary

Dody recalls the way of fixing his bicycle

b. think that..., feel that..., suppose that..., consider that

Examples:

I think (that) she is learning English very quickly

She feels (that) she is making good progress
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c. notlce, recogmze, percelve

Examples:

I notice that you have a new computer

Dody recognizes his old motorbike

d. know, understand, gather (:understand), comprehend

Examples:

Do you know his song? No, I don't know it

Does he understand English? Yes, he does

e. want, wish, desire, envy, covet require, need, refuse

Examples:

He wants to apply for a job

I wish to have a good position in -y new job

f. believe, forgive, pardon, trust

Examples:

I believe you are leaming English

You are very rude, but I forgive you

5. Possession

possess, has, have, belong to, own

Examples:

They have some tools I Mr. Paimo owns a luxurious black

This screwdriver belongs to his uncle I jaguar

Notes:

have * ailments

I have a headache

He has influenza
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6. We use see and hear

What do you see?

I see a crowd of people

I see that you have grown up well

I hear that you are leaming English

Notes:

When we talk about actual sights or sounds, we can say:

I hear a noise

The children see the dancing dolphins

7. Special case

come from

When we say:

"Where do you come from?", it means: "what is your native country?" or "where

were you born?" or "what is your hometown?"

The answer will be:

I come llom

They come from

More Notes on Adverb Order

As a general principle, shorter adverbial phrases precede longer adverbial phrases,

regardless of content. In the following sentence, an adverb of time precedes an

adverb of frequency because it is shorter (and simpler):

. Dad takes a brisk walk before breakfast every day of his life.

A second principle: among similar adverbial phrases of kind (manner, place,

frequency, etc.), the more specific adverbial phrase comes first:

. My grandmother was bom in a sod house on the plains of northern Nebraska.

. She promised to meet him for lunch next Tuesday.
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Bringing an adverbial modifier to the beginning of the sentence can place special

emphasis on that modifier. This is particularly useful with adverbs of manner:

. Slowly, ever so carefully, Jesse filled the coffee cup up to the brim, even above

the brim.

. Occasionally, but only occasionally, one of these lemons will get by the

inspectors.

Inappropriate Adverb Order

Review the section on Misplaced Modifiers for some additional ideas on

placement. Modifiers can sometimes attach themselves to and thus modif, words

that they ought not to modiff.

. They reported that Giuseppe Balle, a European rock star, had died on the six

o'clock news.

Clearly, it would be better to move the underlined modifier to a position

immediately after "they reported" or even to the beginning of the sentence - so

the poor man doesn't die on television.

Misplacement can also occur with very simple modifiers, such as only and barely:

. She only grew to be four feet tall.

It would be better if "She grcw to be only four feet tall."

Adjuncts, Disjuncts, and Conjuncts

Regardless of its position, an adverb is often neatly integrated into the

flow of a sentence. When this is true, as it almost always is, the adverb is called an

adjunct. (Notice the underlined adjuncts or adjunctive adverbs in the first two

sentences of this paragraph.) When the adverb does not fit into the flow of the

clause, it is called a disjunct or a conjunct and is often set off by a comma or set of

commas. A disjunct frequently acts as a kind of evaluation of the rest of the

sentence. Although it usually modifies the verb, we could say that it modifies the
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entire clause, too. Notice how "too" is a disjunct in the sentence immediately

before this one; that same word can also serve as an adjunct adverbial modifier:

lt's too hot to play outside. Here are two more disjunctive adverbs:

. Frankly, Marth4 I don't give a hoot.

. Fortunately, no one was hurt.

Conjuncts, on the other hand, serve a connector function within the flow

of the tex! signaling a transition between ideas.

. If they start smoking those awful cigars, then I'm not staying.

. We've told the landlord about this ceiling again and again, and yet he's done

nothing to fix it.

At the extreme edge of this category, we have the purely conjunctive

device known as the conjunctive adverb (often called the adverbial conjunction):

. Jose has spent years preparing for this event; neveftheless, he's the most

nervous person here.

. I love this school; however, I don't think I can afford the tuition.

Authority for this section: A University Grammar of English by

Randolph Quirk and Sidney Greenbaum. Longman Group: Essex, England. 1993.

126. Used with permission. Examples our own.

Some Special Cases

The adverbs enough and not enough usually take a postmodifier position:

. Is that music loud enough?

. These shoes are not big enough.

. In a roomful of elderly people, you must remember to speak loudly enough.

(Notice, though, that when enough functions as an adjective, it can come before

the noun:

. Did she give us enough time?
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The adverb enough is often followed by an infinitive:

. She didn't run fast enoush to win.

The adverb too comes before adjectives and other adverbs:

. She ran too fast.

. She works too quickly.

If too comes after the adverb it is probably a disjunct (meaning also) and is

usually set offwith a comma:

. Yasmin works hard. She works quickly, too.

The adverb too is often followed by an infinitive:

. She runs too slowly to enter this race.

Another common construction with the adverb too is followed by a prepositional

phrase - for + the object of the preposition - followed by an infinitive:

. This milk is too hot for a baby to drink.

Relative Adverbs

Adjectival clauses are sometimes introduced by what are called the

relative adverbs: where, when, and why. Although the entire clause is adjectival

and will modiff a noun, the relative word itself fulfills an adverbial function

(modiffing a verb within its own clause).

The relative adverb where will begin a clause that modifies a noun of

place:

My entire family now worships in the church where my great grandfather used to

be minister.

The relative pronoun "where" modifies the verb "used to be" (which

makes it adverbial), but the entire clause ("where my great grandfather used to be

minister") modifies the word "church."
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A when clause will modifr nouns oftime:

My favorite month is always February, when we celebrate Valentine's Day and

Presidents'Day.

And a why clause will modiff the noun reason:

Do you know the reason why Isabel isn't in class today?

We sometimes leave out the relative adverb in such clauses, and many

writers prefer "that" to "why" in a clause referring to "reason":

. I always look forward to the day when we begin our summer vacation.

. I know the reason that men like motorcvcles.

Viewpoint, Focus, and Negative Adverbs

A viewpoint adverb generally comes after a noun and is related to an

adjective that precedes that noun:

. A successful athletic team is often a good team scholastically.

. Investing all our money in snowmobiles was probably not a sound idea

financially.

You will sometimes hear a phrase like "scholastically speaking" or

"financially speaking" in these circumstances, but the word "speaking" is seldom

necessary.

A focus adverb indicates that what is being communicated is limited to

the part that is focused; a focus adverb will tend either to limit the sense of the

sentence ("He got an A just for attending the class.") or to act as an additive ("He

got an A in addition to being published."

Although negative constructions like the words "not" and "never" are

usually found embedded within a verb string - "He has never been much help to

his mother." - they are technically not part of the verb; they are, indeed, adverbs.

However, a so-called negative adverb creates a negative meaning in a

sentence without the use of the usual no/not/neither/nor/never constructions:

. He seldom visits.
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. She hardly eats anything since the accident.

. After her long and tedious lectures, rarely was anyone awake.

References:

accessed on 07103/2019

, accessed on7l3l20l9
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CHAPTER 7

TENSES

The 12 Basic English Tenses

The English Tense System

In each lesson we look at two aspects of the tense:

. Structure: How do we make the tense?

. Use: When and whv do we use the tense?

Some lessons look at additional matters, and most of them

check your understanding.

. Present Simple

Ido.Idodo
. Present Confinuous

I am doing

. Present Perfect

I have done

. Present Perfect Continuous

I have been doing

. Past Simple

I did. I did do

. Past Continuous

I was doing

. Past Perfect

I had done

. Past Perfect Continuous

I had been doing

. Future Simple

I will do

r Future Continuous

I will be doing

finish with a quiz to
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. Future Perfect

I will hove done

. Future Perfect Confinuous

I will have been doing

Many English learners worry too much about tense. If you stopped 100

native English speakers in the street and asked them about tense, I of them might

give you an intelligent answer - if you were luc$. The other 99 would know little

about terms like "past perfect" or "present continuous". And they would know

nothing about aspect voice or mood. But they can all speak fluent English and

communicate effectively. Of course, for ESL it helps to know about tenses, but

don't become obsessed with them. Be like those native speakers! Speak

naturally!

Verb Forms Quiz

You can do this grammar quiz on paper. It tests what you learned on the Verb

Forms.

1. A bird sang to me this moming.

' third person singular present

' past simple

' base

2.They have been playing tennis all day.

c 
base

- 
present participle

- 
present simple
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3. I don't think he will guess the answer.

r 
past simple

r 
third person singular present

.- 
base

4. Have you baked the cookies yet?

(- 
base

r- 
past participle

r 
present participle

5. Had they finished before you arrived?

{- 
past simple

r'' 
base

r 
past participte

6. I asked your brother to drive us there.

c 
base

r- 
past simple

r 
present participle

7. It is a sunny day today.

i- 
past simple

- 
third person singular present

r 
past participle
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8. We are in the kitchen doing the dishes.

r 
present simple

r 
present participle

(- 
base

9. He was feeding the dogs.

.- 
base

r 
pas-t simple

r 
past participle

10. He walks to my car with me at night.

r 
present participle

r- 
third person singular present

(- 
base

Correct answers:

1. past simple

2. present participle

3. base

4. base

5. past participle

6. base

7. third person singular present

8. present participle

9. past simple

10. third person singular present

."@; G*
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CHAPTER 8

ACTIVE AND PASSIVE VOICES

Active voice is a sentence where the Subject does the activity.

Examples:

- Budi fixes that motorcycle

- Anna visited some companies

- The manager is training the employee candidates

- He sells some kinds of motorbike spare parts

Passive voice is a sentence where the Subject gets the eflect of the action.

Examples:

- That motorcycle is fixed bY Budi

- Some companies were visited by Anna

- The employee candidates are being trained by the manager

- Some kinds of motorbike spare parts are sold

The Formulas of Active and Passive Voices

Active Voice Passive Voice

- Subject + Verb + Object

Danny repairs motor bikes

- Subject * Verb + Adverb

Shanty goes to the showroom

- Subject + Verb + Adjective

Those engines are new

. Passive Voice

- Subject + to be + Verb 3

+ (by phrase/the agent/the doer)

The passive of those actives are:
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There are some steps on changing Active to Passive

. Tenses on active : tenses on passive, and vice vers4

. The meaning of verb in active : the meaning of verb in passive, and vice versa,

. The object ofactive isthe subject ofpassive

. Subject of passive determines the to be of passive

. The subject of active (if it is clear) is the by phrase/the agenVthe doer of

passive

. So, from active to passive will be:

Subject + Verb + Object: Subject + to be + Verb 3

Passive in various tenses

. Subject'rislam/arc + Verb 3

. Subject + is/amlare + being + Verb 3

. Subject * has/have + been + Verb 3

. Subject * was/were + Verb 3

. Subject * was/were + being + Verb 3

. Subject + had + been * Verb 3

. Subject + will/shall * be + Verb 3

. Subject + is/amlare + going to + be + Verb 3

Passive + Modals

Subject +

will
Would

Shall

Should

Can

Could

May

Might

* be * V3 (+ by phrase)

Must

'S"
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Exercise

Please change these sentences into active or passive

. The technicians plug-in some solar cells along the street

. The industrial wastes are being treated at the right places by the experts

. Can those tools be carried by a bigger truck?

. Some chemists have done the research of the project

. They do not understand the subject well

. Some environmental activists saved some penguins from polluted sea water

' The government had sent some geologists for doing research on earthquake in

Japan

. Are those new subjects being studied?

. Those fruits are going to be extracted

. The students will flv to Holland next week
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CHAPTER IX

PREPARING GOOD PRESENTATION

What is a presentation?

Presentation is the practice of showing and explaining the content of a topic to an

audience or learner. Presentation is also the means of communication which can

be adapted to various speaking situation, such as talking to a group, addressing a

meeting or briefing a team.

Types of presentation

There are 5 types of presentation:

L Informative: Keep an informative presentation brief and to the point. Stick to

the facts and avoid complicated information.

2. Instructional: Your purpose in an instructional presentation is to give

specific directions or orders. Your presentation will probably be a bit longer,

because it has to cover your topic thoroughly.

3. Arousing: Your purpose in an arousingpresentation is to make people think

about acertain problem or situation.

4. Decision-making: Your purpose in a decision-making presentation is to

move your audience totake your suggested action. A decision-

makingpresentation presents ideas, suggestions, andarguments strongly

enough to persuade anaudience to carry out your requests-

5. Persuasive: Your purpose in a persuasivepresentation is to convince your

listeners to acceptyour proposal.

How to make an effectivepresentation?

The first step of a grcat presentations is preplanning i.e. acquiring a room,

informing participants, etc.

The second step is before preparing the presentation, ask yourself the following:

What is the purpose of the presentation?
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Who will be attending?

What does the audience already know about the subject?

What is the audiences attitude towards me (e.g. hostile, friendly)?

Third, step is to prepare the presentation. A good presentation starts out with

introductions and may include an icebreaker such as a story, interesting statement

or fact. It should have a logical beginning, middle, and end

Fourthly there are several options for structuring the presentation: Timeline:

Arranged in sequential order.

Climax: The main points are delivered in order of increasing importance.

Problem/Solution:

A problem is presented, a solution is suggested, and benefits are then given.

Simple to complex: Ideas are listed from the simplest to the most complex. Can

also be done in reverse order.

Fifthly, after the body, comes the closing. This is where you ask for questions,

provide a wrap-up.

Factors that affect effectivepresentation

The Voice: The voice is probably the most valuable tool of the presenter. lt carries

most of the content that the audience takes away. One of the oddities of speech is

that we can easily tell others what is wrong with their voice, e.g. too fasl too high,

too soft, etc.

Volume:

How loud the sound is. The goal is to be heard without shouting.

Tone: The characteristics of a sound.
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A voice that carries fear can frighten the audience while a voice that carries

laughter can get the audience to smile.

The Body: Your body communicates different impressions to the audience.

People not only listen to you, they also watch you on:

2) Postures: Slouching tells them you are indifferent or you do not care, even

though you might care a great deal! On the other hand, displaying good

posture tells your audience that you know what you are doing and you care

deeply about it.

3) Eye contact: Speakers who make eye. Open the flow of communication

and convey interes! concern, warmth, and credibility.

4) Facial Expression: Smiling is a powerful cue that transmits happiness,

friendliness,warmth, and liking.

5) Gestures: If you fail to gesture while speaking, you may be perceived as

boring and stiff.

Effective power point presentation FACTORS FOR EFFECTIVE PPT BIG

SIMPLE CLEAR CONSISTENT

Make It Big(Text)

This is Arial 12

This is Arial 18 TOO SMALL

This is Arial24

This is Arial32

This is Arial36

This is Arial44

Keep It Simple (Text)

- Do not have Too many colours (Too Many Fonts and Styles)

- Follow the 6 x 7 rule (No more than 6 lines per slide and No more than 7

words per line)
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Make It Clear

ALL CAPITAL LETTERS ARE DIFFICULT TO READ

- Upper and lower case letters are easier

- Italics are difficult to read on screen

- Normal or bold fonts are clearer

- Underlines may signifu hyperlinks

- lnstead, use colours to emphasise

- Use contrasting colours

- Light on dark vs dark on light

- Use complementary colours

Be Consistent

- Differences draw attention.

- Differences may imply importance.
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